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Haller: Fiftyfive Maples

Aurian Haller

Fiftyfive Maples
Just the other day someone cut down fiftyfive maples
in city park
everyone walked by thinking there had
to be a reason rootrot acid rain new powerlines but
what it really is someone wants a better view.
A gardener told me how stumps are really hydras from
the immortal taproot that push up like opinions lopped
off midsentence only
grow back under cover of night.
The same gardener
told me he once planted a rare
breed of rose and tried all manner of fertilizer and soil
to make it blossom, but when it wouldn't, he dug up
and burned it because though he dearly love how their
smell brought back memories, he was certain this was
no accident and that someone had a finger in his
nipping them in the bud.
A team of biologist engineered a hybrid worm to glow
green on a diet of heavy metals and pesticides.
The dross of downstream downunder and dangerously
near the intake pipe. Other colours were used but
the green survived. Green is good; green for go;
green for clean hospital gowns
mints. For
vine and the branches surviving in pots on patios
thirtytwo floors above the hot tar
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Ironic also how the youth are too skeptical to vote,
while their parents, who still subscribe to papers and
almanacs, buy lottery tickets and take guided trips to
broaden their horizons. Children are cheated every
by products they will never have and are bitter into
adolescence where they are followed at every turn by
surveillance cameras in the school, the corner store, the
perimeter of their own backyards. They won't bother
with growing roses because they know intuitively the
climate won't support it, not the leaf, not the stem,
nor its barren hip.
If it's any consolation, this high up you can sight past
the maple stumps to the open sea beyond, stretching
the straight to the panhandle scattered like tiny coals in
the dark. Yet every year the bank sinks
itself in a
slow pilgrimage towards the atlantic. Every year
the view gets larger and further inland.
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